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ABOUT THIS STUDY
This study is part of a global program of research initiated by the Paris-based World
Association of Newspapers. The goal of this work is to investigate the news and
information needs of young people.
A partnership of Netherlands-based organizations, consisting of Stichting Krant in de
Klas, VU/Windesheim School of Media, Stimuleringsfonds voor de Pers and Stichting
Democratie en Media contributed to this work by funding a national survey of Dutch
youth aged 15-29. Earlier phases of the study were supported with funding from
Norske Skog, the Norway-based paper producer.
This study was conducted by DECODE, a research, strategy and innovation firm that
helps organizations build stronger relationships with young consumers, employees
and citizens.
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Executive Summary
Youth Media DNA – Netherlands
BACKGROUND
In early 2006, the World Association of Newspapers (WAN) enlisted DECODE, a
company that combines research, strategy and consulting on issues related to youth,
young adults and young families, to initiate a multiphase global research study. The
first phase of research helped determine the key information needs of future
research activities. A second phase involved a qualitative survey of young people in
ten countries: the United States, the United Kingdom, Serbia, Sweden, Spain,
Lebanon, South Africa, Colombia, the Philippines and Japan. A third phrase is now
being completed with quantitative surveys being completed with young people aged
15-29 in the U.S., Finland and the Netherlands.
METHODOLOGY
From February 28 to April 14, 2008, 1029 Dutch youth aged 15-29 were surveyed
using an online questionnaire. The survey was developed by DECODE, with input
from the study’s Netherlands sponsors (Stichting Krant in de Klas, VU / Windesheim
School of Media, Stimuleringsfonds voor de Pers and Stichting Democratie en Media)
as well as the World Association of Newspapers, which is supporting the fielding of
the study in the Finland, the United States, and other countries. In addition, four
focus groups were held with youth in the target sample. The results of the
qualitative work are reported on separately.
FINDINGS
Entertainment topics, particularly music, film and television are most likely to be of
interest to Dutch youth, though news topics are also clearly of interest, especially
breaking news, local news, and national news. Topics related to civic participation
and social engagement are rarely seen as being of interest, though some aspects of
these may be covered under other news topics, such as breaking news, local news
national news, and international news.
In terms of media usage, television and the internet are almost universally used
regularly. Within the internet as a media channel, social networking sites used by
about half of Dutch youth. By comparison, roughly a third of Dutch youth use news
sources from online providers. Television is the dominant source of information for
Dutch youth, as concerns both entertainment and news. Television dominates in
terms of the amount of time spent, but Dutch respondents say the time they spend
online is increasing.
Most Dutch youth exhibit some interest in following news and current events in the
media. Young people tend to pick up bits of information from various sources, but
they tend to use the same sources consistently. As concerns newspaper readership,
free newspaper readership is higher than paid newspaper readership among Dutch
youth. Attitudinally, free newspapers are likely to be seen as “just as good” as paid
newspapers. Most young people see the informative value of newspapers, but do
not have a personal connection to newspaper reading.
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The first acquaintance of Dutch youth with newspapers happens at a school-going
age, either through subscription at home School is the next most likely avenue cited
for newspaper introduction. It appears that the Newspaper in Education
programming has had an impact on newspaper reading, as current newspaper
readers have a strong recollection of teachers integrating newspapers in their
classrooms.
One finding about trends associated with current newspaper reading is that use of a
paid newspaper changes as young people experience various living situations and
grow older. The use of free newspapers increases as young people leave home.
Paid and free newspaper readers are almost equally likely to be interested in news
topics. By contrast, non-readers are far less likely to be interested in any topics.
Among those who do not regularly read a newspaper, less time is spent with media
overall.
When looking at the youth civic participation climate in the Netherlands, this study
found that 22 percent of Dutch youth report volunteering in the last year and 41
percent said they donated to charity. Smaller numbers of participants report
boycotting or purchasing products based on their values, or using emerging online
channels to participate politically. While most Dutch youth vote, few participate in
other forms of political engagement. The more engaged in social and political
participation Dutch youth are, the more interested they are in news and the more
time they spend on news media.
When asked about what would encourage greater newspaper reading, Dutch
respondents do not generally believe changes or simplification of newspaper content
would make them more likely to read newspapers. The primary obstacle to
newspaper readership is perceived by respondents to be a lack of time. Dutch
respondents are most likely to not feel that changes to the newspaper would
encourage greater readership, whereas Finnish respondents are most likely to see
opportunities for improvement.
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BACKGROUND
Over the past decade, youth readership of paid, printed newspapers
has been on the decline. This is a troubling trend for publishers,
editors and newspaper champions alike. It also has implications for
democratic societies, where the tradition of a free and open printed
press has been an integral part of the social news ecology for
hundreds of years. There is a wide diversity of opinion about the
reasons behind this shift and what its implications might be. Many
national newspaper associations, youth readership and Newspaper In
Education organizations, along with leading academics, are now
exploring the issue from a range of perspectives. However, there has
not been a consistent, global approach.
In early 2006, The World Association of Newspapers (WAN) enlisted DECODE, a
company that combines research, strategy and consulting on issues related to youth,
young adults and young families, to initiate a multiphase global research study. The
first phase of research helped determine the key information needs of future
research activities. It involved an extensive review of existing literature on
newspaper readership and media usage from around the world. DECODE analyzed
more than 60 different studies, reports and academic papers covering all five
continents, and reviewed 80 articles, blogs and other sources. Findings from this
phase were presented to the Board of Directors and Young Readers Committee of
The World Association of Newspapers in the spring of 2006.
The second phase involved a global qualitative exploration with 100 youth (10 per
country) in the United States, the United Kingdom, Serbia, Sweden, Spain, Lebanon,
South Africa, Colombia, the Philippines and Japan. This research utilized a variety of
methodologies, including long interviews, online discussions and media diaries.
Findings from these sessions were used to develop a quantitative survey currently
being fielded (on a nation-by-nation basis) across the world.
The third phase of the Youth Media DNA project is currently being conducted. The
goal of this phase is to explore, in a consistent fashion, the underlying attitudes and
behaviors of young people aged 15-29 towards media, news and newspaper
consumption, and civic participation. This report details the findings from
quantitative and qualitative research recently conducted in Netherlands, along with
data comparing results found in the Netherlands, Finland and the United States.
In the Netherlands, additional emphasis was placed on exploring the relationship
between civic engagement and newspaper reading. This involved exploring in
greater detail connections between newspaper reading, interest in news, and civic
participation.
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METHODOLOGY
A BROADER DEFINITION OF YOUTH
Youth Media DNA - Netherlands is a study of youth aged 15-29 and their attitudes
and behaviors relating to news and news media. The study of youth transitions has
been subject to much debate in recent years among academics and market research
professionals. This study takes a much broader view of young populations, including
some age groups not traditionally defined as “young”, so as to provide a broader
snapshot of the transition between youth, adolescence and adulthood. Between the
ages of 15-29, young people make key decisions about their living situations, their
educational needs, their partners, their careers and their families. By studying these
later stages, we have access to information about key points where youth become
adults, and we can compare these points against data gathered on younger
populations.
ONLINE SURVEY DETAILS
From February 28 to April 14, 2008, 1029 Dutch youth aged 15-29 were surveyed
using an online questionnaire. The questionnaire fielded was timed at approximately
25 minutes. Data were weighted on age, gender, region, ethnicity and household
income using Dutch census data to provide a representative sample of this age
group.
The online survey methodology was chosen for a variety of reasons:
•
•
•
•

The Internet is becoming ubiquitous in the lives of Dutch youth.
Increasingly, youth in this age group are harder to access through landlines.
Online questionnaires allow for more detail.
Online surveys are more impersonal.

QUALITATIVE SURVEY DETAILS
In addition, four focus groups were held with youth in the target sample on
December 9 and 11, 2008. The goal of the focus groups was to have youth in the
target audience reflect on key findings from the quantitative data. Given that the
issue of life-stage transition appeared to be of particular interest in the quantitative
data, focus groups were held with the following groups:
•
•
•
•

Aged
Aged
Aged
Aged

15-17
18-21
22-24
25-29

living with parents
living on their own
living on their own/with roommates
those living with children

The focus groups were recruited, moderated and analyzed by Youngworks, a
Netherlands-based research firm. The results of this qualitative study are reported
on separately.
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SURVEY DESIGN
The survey was developed by DECODE, with input from the study’s Netherlands
sponsors (Stichting Krant in de Klas, VU / Windesheim School of Media,
Stimuleringsfonds voor de Pers and Stichting Democratie en Media) as well as the
World Association of Newspapers, which is supporting the fielding of the study in the
Finland, the United States, and other countries. The study was designed to probe
civic engagement, youth interests, youth interest in news and youth media
consumption patterns, behaviors and attitudes around newspapers. It is important
to note that questions about interest in news, media usage and newspaper usage
were asked after questions about the general interests of respondents, so as to
mitigate possible social desirability biases in the responses.
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1.0 Characteristics of Research Population

1.1 Age, Gender and Region
This study polled 1029 young Dutch people aged 15-29 using an online methodology.
Efforts were made to achieve an even distribution of participants by basic categories
of age range, gender, and region, but this is not perfectly achievable under modern
polling techniques. For this reason, weighting is used to ensure the population being
studied is roughly representative numerically to the desired or actual population.
Because weighting can disfigure the results of the sample, its usage is restricted to
basic categories.
In the case of this study, weighting was applied by regional representation (based on
Netherlands population data), then by age range (by Netherlands population data),
and then by age range within gender (based on the assumption that having equal
numbers of males and females is desirable). Below are the weighting values applied
to the original sample to ensure that the data collected was adjusted to reflect Dutch
youth.

Figure 1: Weighting Measures Applied (By region)

Sample

Netherlands Population

Weight

Groningen

4.1%

3.5%

0.87

Friesland

4.4%

4.0%

0.90

Drenthe

2.3%

3.0%

1.29

Overijssel

8.2%

6.8%

0.83

Flevoland

2.5%

2.2%

0.88

Gelderland

12.0%

12.1%

1.00

7.3%

7.1%

0.98

Noord-Holland

15.1%

15.9%

1.05

Zuid-Holland

20.3%

21.3%

1.05

2.1%

2.3%

1.12

15.6%

14.8%

0.95

6.2%

7.05

1.14

Utrecht

Zeeland
Noord-Brabant
Limburg
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Figure 2: Weighting Measures Applied (By age range)

Age Range

Sample

Netherlands Population

Weight

15-17

11.0%

20.0%

1.81

18-20

17.8%

19.2%

1.08

21-23

22.8%

19.6%

0.86

24-26

23.2%

20.4%

0.88

27-29

25.2%

20.8%

0.83

Figure 3: Weighting Measures Applied (age range within gender)

Males

Females

Age
Range

Sample

Desired
Population

Weight

Age
Range

Sample

Desired
Population

Weight

15-17

6.4%

9.8%

1.5

15-17

4.3%

9.8%

2.2

18-19

7.3%

6.5%

.09

18-19

4.6%

6.5%

1.4

20-24

17.2%

16.3%

1.0

20-24

19.4%

16.3%

0.8

25-29

18.6%

16.3%

.09

25-29

20.5%

16.3%

0.8

1.2

Educational Level and Employment

Members of the survey population were asked to describe their current life and work
situation.
Students
About 56 percent of respondents reported being in some form of school. Among
post secondary students, survey respondents were more likely to be studying fulltime. Post-secondary vocational students were more likely to be full-time students
(12 percent) than part-time (3 percent). Similarly, post-secondary academic
students were more likely to be studying full-time (9 percent) than part time (2
percent). Among secondary school students, respondents were more likely to be in
theoretical (HAVO/ VWO/ MBO) streams of study (21 percent) than in practical
(VMBO) ones (9 percent). Relatively smaller numbers of students reported attending
secondary school on a part-time basis.
Employed
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44 percent of respondents said they were not studying on either a part or full-time
basis. Participants in this category were asked to describe the highest education
level they had attained. 35 percent of the working population reported attending
some form of post-secondary education. Among this group, respondents were more
likely to have attended vocational school (24 percent) than university (11 percent).
62 percent of the population had attained no more than a secondary school
education. Within this segment, 42 percent attended theoretical school, as opposed
to 20 percent who had attended practical school. A very small segment of the
population (4 percent) had no more than a primary school education. Of all
respondents, 39 percent described themselves as working more than 30 hours a
week, whereas 16 percent described themselves as working part-time. About 5
percent of the sample reported being “unemployed” or not in school/not working.
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1.3 Education Level of Parents
Analysis of the study also looked at the education level of parents to better
understand the social status of the population. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
education levels of the mothers and fathers of the survey respondents. The
respondents were asked to select from educational levels as described in the
Netherlands. In this study, “elementary” is the equivalent of “basisschool”, and
“secondary education” for “voortgezet onderwijs”.
Most respondents reported that their parents’ highest level of education was at the
secondary school level. Fathers and grandfathers and were slightly more likely than
mothers to have obtained a post-secondary degree. More respondents answered “do
not know/not sure” than responded that their parents had obtained a university
degree.
Figure 1:
Highest Education Level Attained by Parent (% of total population)
Q: What is the highest level of schooling that your parents have completed?

Father

40%

Mother

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Elementary
School

Secondary School
Secondary
Higher Education: Higher Education:
(Practical):
School:
HBO
UNIVERSITY
VMBO
HAVO/VWO/MBO

Don't know/
Prefer not to
Answer

1.4 Household Composition/Life stage
Household composition and life stage were important considerations for this
research. As this study will show, looking at where respondents lived and who they
lived with yielded interesting results with regard to changing interest in news and
changing usage patterns of various media. Each change in living situation is often
accompanied by a series of other important transition points that create a shift in
how time is spent and how one thinks about the world.
When asked about household composition, almost half of respondents reported living
“at home” with either their mother/stepmother (52 percent) or father/stepfather (47
percent). Sizeable portions of young people of adult age live with their parents in
the Netherlands. 32 percent of those living at home were between the ages of 18
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and 20 and 18 percent are between the ages of 21 and 23. 13 percent reported
being between the ages of 23 and 29.
21 percent of respondents said they lived either alone or with a roommate.
Respondents in this life stage are most likely to be older than 21. 28 percent of
participants reported living with a partner, spouse, or boyfriend/girlfriend and 6
percent of respondents reported living with children of their own. From the ages of
15 to 29, these different household compositions represent a thorough snapshot of
the major changes young people undergo.
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1.5 Community Classification
Respondents in this survey reported living in predominantly urban areas. Figure 2
shows how respondents answered questions about the size of the community they
lived in.

Figure 2:
Community Classification (% of total population)
Q: Which of the following best describes where you live?

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
>500K

100K - 500K

50K - 100K

20K- 50K

5K - 20K

< 5K

1.6 Ethnicity
Determining the ethnic composition of the sample was done on several measures. At
first glance, the research population identified themselves as Dutch. 95 percent
described their ethnicity as “Nederlands”.
The small sample size of non-Netherlands ethnicities and immigrant communities
makes it difficult to proceed with further analysis on these sub-segments.
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2.0 Interests of Dutch youth
2.1 Subjects of Interest
The questionnaire began by asking Dutch youth about their interests, well before any
questions about interest in news, media usage or newspaper usage. Participants
were given a list of 36 subject areas and asked to select which areas were of interest
to them. Figure 3 (following page) shows these interests, demonstrating the large
discrepancy between entertainment topics (music, film, television, comedy, and
food/ beverage) and news-related topics (breaking news, local news, national news).
Entertainment topics were almost twice as likely to be selected, indicating the extent
to which these topics dominate the lives of Dutch youth. In spite of the great
popularity of entertainment news, Dutch youth do show a clear interest in news, with
breaking news, local news and national news ranking among the top ten topics
chosen.
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Figure 3:
Interests (% of total population)
Q: Which of the following topics are of particular interest to you?
Music
Movies/ Film:
Television
Comedy/ Humour
Food and Beverage
Travel
Breaking News
Health/ Exercise/ Keeping fit: / Diet
National News
Local News
Sports
Electronic Games/ Video Games/ Online Games
Literature/ Books
Fashion/ Beauty
International News
Technology/ Computers/ Gadgets:
Unusual or weird stories
Weather
Education

Total

Human Interest
Careers/ Job Hunting
Cars/ Moto/ Auto, etc.
Entertainment Information/ Listings
Celebrity Events
Cultural/ Arts Events
Real Estate/ Home/ Condo
Politics/ Government
Environmental Issues/ Climate Change
Social Injustices/ People or causes I can help
Religion
Business and Finance
Science Fiction
Political actions/Activism
Personals/ Dating
Subjects related to my ethnic group/ culture
Other
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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This question was asked consistently across all three countries, and similar
responses are seen in terms of youth interests. Figure 4 shows the extent to which
respondents in each country prioritize entertainment topics over news or politics.

Figure 4:
Interests (% of total population in Netherlands, USA, Finland)
Q: Which of the following topics are of particular interest to you?

Finland

90%

USA

The Netherlands

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Music

Film

Comedy/
Humour

Television

Sports

Local News International
News

Politics

2.2 Top 5 interests
Once respondents had selected from the larger list of topics, they were asked to
select their “top 5” interests from what they had chosen. Again, entertainment
topics continued to be most likely to be chosen. Music (53 percent), Movies/Film (40
percent), and Television (32 percent) were the 3 most likely topics to be selected.
The only news topic to be in the “top 10” topics chosen at this question was Breaking
News, with 22 percent of respondents selecting it. National news (18 percent) and
Local News (13 percent) were far less likely to be seen as a top interest.

Key Findings:
•
•
•

Entertainment topics, particularly music, film and television are
most likely to be of interest to Dutch youth.
News is of clear interest to Dutch youth, especially breaking news,
local news, and national news.
Topics such as “politics” and “activism” less likely to be selected
than key topics, though some aspects of these interests may be be
seeen as being part of other news topics, such as breaking news,
local news national news, and international news.
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3.0 Media Diet
3.1 Media Usage
The questionnaire asked respondents to describe which media they used (at least
once a week). Respondents from all countries gave diverging answers on different
questions about the frequency of readership, though a similar pattern was observed.
When asked about which media they used once a week, newspaper readership was
reported at lower rates than when participants were asked directly how often they
spent time with a newspaper. Because these contradictory outcomes were judged
differently in the participating countries, the most cautious figures were used for the
international comparison. Section 5.1 shows the discrepancy with regards to
newspaper usage
For the purposes of this study, the indirect measure will be used to define regular
usage. Figure 5 shows that television and Internet media are almost universally
used by Dutch youth, with 96 percent reporting that they used either of these media
sources at least once a week. In addition, radio is used regularly by four out of
every five respondents. Though printed newspapers (either paid or free) are used by
a majority (60 percent) of respondents, they are far less likely to be used regularly
than other media. Magazines are read regularly by 39 percent of Dutch youth. The
rate of use of television, the Internet, radio, and magazines was generally consistent
with findings in the Finland and the U.S. Total newspaper usage, however, was
found to be much lower in the U.S. (31 percent) than in the Netherlands (60
percent) or Finland (72 percent).

Figure 5:
Media Used Regularly (% of total population)
Q: Which of the following media do you use regularly – at least once a week?

100%

96%

96%

90%
80%

80%
70%
60%

60%
50%
39%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Televison

Internet

Radio
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Total Newspaers

Magazines

3.2 Online Usage
Respondents were also asked to describe what (kinds of) websites they visit. It
appears that the Internet is most likely to be used for both communication and
general information purposes. Of the sites listed, social networking sites were most
likely to be used regularly, with half (50 percent) of respondents saying they visited
one at least once a week. Information sites (such as Wikipedia.org) were used by 41
percent of respondents. Sites that provide news content were less likely to be used.
News aggregator sites and online newspapers were used by almost a third of
participants. Figure 6 shows what types of sites Dutch respondents reported using
regularly, when compared to the U.S. and Finland.

Figure 6:
Websites Used Regularly (% of total population)
Q: Which of the following online sites do you visit regularly, at least once a week?
100%
Netherlands

U.S.

Finland

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Video
Social
Viewing Sites Networking

Information
sites

Weblogs/
Online News
Online Fora Aggregators

Online
Newspaper

Online TV/
Radio Sites

Finnish respondents reported the highest overall usage of various online sites,
including video viewing, social networking, information sites, weblogs, and online
newspapers, while the U.S. respondents reported the lowest overall online usage.
The website usage patterns of Netherlands youth are generally in between those of
the U.S. and Finland, with the exception of the usage of online TV/radio sites, which
were the lowest of those reported in all three countries.
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3.3 Media used for topics of interest
Dutch youth use a variety of media for content on topics of interest to them. Figure
7 shows what respondents use for information on key topics of interest.

Figure 7:
Sources of Information on Topics of Interest
(% of those citing each topic as being of interest)
Q: Where do you normally go to get information on the following topics?
Music

Television

Movies/ Film

Comedy/ Humour

Food and Beverage

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Televison

Radio

News
Aggregators

Weblogs/
fora

Free NP

Paid NP

Other
Internet
News Sites

Books/
Magazines

Entertainment/Personal topics
The medium used for various entertainment topics often conforms to the nature of
the topic. With regard to the topic of “music”, for example, Dutch youth
overwhelmingly rely on radio, though over half report using television as a source of
information. News aggregators, weblogs and online fora and other Internet news
sites were also used. For the topic of “television”, unsurprisingly, television was the
main source. Other media, such as free newspapers, paid newspapers, and radio
were far less likely to be used.
As concerns other entertainment or personal topics, television largely remains the
source most likely to be cited. For “movies/ film”, respondents overwhelmingly
favoured television. Free printed newspapers, news aggregators, and other Internet
news sites were also used. Television was most likely to be selected as a source for
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information on “comedy/humour”, with 85 percent citing it as a source. For the topic
of “food and beverage”, 42 percent of respondents used television as a source of
information, followed by books and magazines, and free newspapers.

News Topics
As with entertainment topics, television is also far more likely to be cited as a source
of information on specific news topics than traditional and online media, like radio,
free newspapers or paid newspapers. Figure 8 shows the extent to which television
is the medium most linked to breaking news, local news, national news, and
international news.

Figure 8:
Sources of information on News topics
(% of those citing each topic as being of interest)
Q: Where do you normally go to get information on the following topics?

TV

Radio

Free Newspapers

Paid Newspapers

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Breaking News

Local News

National News

International News

In all countries surveyed so far, television is by far the most likely to be seen as a
source of information on news topics in comparison to other sources. In terms of
printed newspaper products, Dutch respondents were far more likely to use free
newspapers than other printed newspaper products, and this finding provides a
major contrast to patterns observed in Finland or the U.S. On the topic of “breaking
news”, for example, 38 percent of Dutch youth see free newspapers as a source of
news, in comparison to 19 percent of Finnish youth and 1 percent of American youth.
This trend continues on news topics that might require more depth. 38 percent of
Dutch youth said they saw free newspapers as a source of news on the topic of
International News, in comparison to 20 percent of Finnish youth and 18 percent of
U.S. youth.
With regard to perceptions of paid newspapers, Finnish respondents were likely to
see paid printed newspaper products as sources of news than respondents from the
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U.S. and the Netherlands. This might be due to the distinct newspaper culture of
Finland, where separate newspapers are printed for morning and evening audiences.
As concerns new and emerging Internet-based sources, the study found that some
types of online news content providers are more likely to be seen as sources of news
than traditional media. Figure 9 shows these results. Of the types of online news
content providers, online newspaper sites were most likely to be used. It should be
noted, however, that the category of online newspaper sites includes both those run
by paid and free newspapers organizations.

Figure 9:
Sources of Information on News Topics – Online sources
(% of those citing each topic as being of interest)
Q: Where do you normally go to get information on the following topics?

Online Newspaper Sites

Online News Aggregators

Online TV/ Radio News Sites

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Breaking News

Local News

National News
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International News

In comparison to other countries, Dutch respondents showed unique usage patterns.
Their behaviour was similar in some ways to that of the Finnish participants, in
others to that of U.S. respondents, but in some ways it was completely unique.
Figure 10 shows how respondents used different online sources for the topic of
national news. Note that Finnish respondents use online newspaper sites (which
include free, morning, and paid newspaper sites) far more than Dutch or U.S.
respondents. The Dutch participants were also the most likely to see “other Internet
news sites” (news sites that were not associated with content aggregators or online
sites run by other news gathering organizations) as sources of news.

Figure 10:
National News and Online Sources Used
(% of those selecting National News)
Q: Where do you normally go to get information on the following topics?
100%

Netherlands

90%

U.S.

Finland

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Other Internet News
Sites

Online News
Aggregators

Online Newspaper

Online TV/ Radio Sites

3.4 Time Spent with Media
In the study, participants were asked to track how much time each day they spent
with different types of media. In all, Dutch youth said they spent an average of 221
minutes a day. Figure 11 shows how this time is divided up, and shows the extent
to which time spent with television accounts for the largest portion of the daily media
diet. When combined, time spent online also accounts for a sizeable portion of the
daily media diet at about 45 minutes.
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Figure 11:
Average Time Spent with Media
Q: In an average day, how much time IN TOTAL do you spend with each of these media?

Total time: 221 minutes

Magazines (11 min.); 5%

TV ( 97 min.); 43%

Radio (57 min.); 25%

Other Online News (15
min.); 7%

Video Sharing (13 min.);
6%

Online Newspapers (4
min.); 2%

Blogs (13 min.); 6%
Free Newspapers (6
min.); 3%

Paid Newspapers (4 min.);
2%

Key Findings
•
•
•

Television and the Internet are almost universally used regularly.
Social networking sites are used by about half of Dutch youth,
and roughly a third of Dutch youth use news sources from online
providers regularly.
Television is the dominant source of information, both for topics
of entertainment and news topics.
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4.0 Interest in News
4.1 Interest in News
Even though news topics are less likely to be cited by respondents as being of
interest when compared to entertainment topics, it is important to note that roughly
a third of Dutch youth will cite a type of news topic as being something of particular
interest. When they were asked directly about their level of interest in news, an
interesting picture emerges. A scale of one to 10 was used to ask how interested
Dutch youth are in keeping up with news and current events as covered in the
media. 23 percent showed a strong interest in following news and current events
(between eight and 10), while only six percent showed very little or no interest
(between zero and three). Figure 12 shows how these numbers are distributed
across the Netherlands, Finland and the United States.

Figure 12:
Level of Interest in News (% of total population)
Q: Realistically, how interested are you in news?
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35%
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20%
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10%
5%
0%
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Q: Realistically, how interested are you in keeping up with news and current events as covered in news
broadcasts on TV, radio, certain Internet websites and newspapers?

4.2 Time Spent on News by Medium
When asked how long Dutch youth spend with various media consuming news and
current events, the proportions remain similar to their overall media diet (as
referenced in Section 3). A more detailed analysis of differences between intensive
newspaper readers (those who read more than 15 minutes a day) and light
newspaper readers (those who read less than 15 minutes a day) appears in Section
8.7. On average, Dutch youth say they spend approximately 94 minutes a day
consuming news and information. Of this time, 38 percent (or 36 minutes) is spent
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with television and 23 percent (22 minutes) is spent with radio. Dutch youth spend
far less time with newspaper products when it comes to searching for news and
information. On average, 4 minutes are spent with a morning newspaper, 5 minutes
are spent with a free newspaper and 3 minutes are spent with an online newspaper.
When compared against overall media usage, it appears that newspaper content is
primarily used for consuming news, as opposed to other types of information.
User-made online sources account for similar amounts of time when compared to
newspaper products. Respondents reported spending more time with video sharing
sites (6 minutes) and weblogs/online fora (5 minutes) than with newspapers. This
would seem to indicate that viewing online debate and discussion or short video clips
accounts for a measurable portion of the daily news media diet.
4.3 Changing Media Consumption
Respondents were asked to report how their news media consumption had changed
in recent years. Figure 12 shows that respondents tend to say their use of online
sources (such as online newspapers, news aggregators, weblogs and video sharing
sites) is increasing. Use of television and radio sites is most likely to have remained
the same. Use of printed newspaper products is also likely to have stayed the same,
though significant portions newspaper users also say that their time spent with these
media is increasing.

Figure 12:
Perceptions of Changing Media Usage for News
(% of total population)
Q: Would you say your use of these media for news and current events has increased, decreased, or
stayed relatively the same over the past 2 years?
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40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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Decreased

4.4 Importance and Perceptions of Media for News
To get a sense of how Dutch youth prioritize their news media, respondents were
asked which was their “most important source” for news and information.
Overwhelmingly, television was seen as the most important source. Other Internet
news sites, online news aggregators, radio, free newspapers, paid newspapers and
online newspaper sites were far less likely to be chosen. Despite the fact that
respondents reported spending increasing amounts of time with weblogs and online
fora, few (4 percent) identified them as being a “most important source”. Figure 13
shows how respondents answered the question.

Figure 13:
Media Cited as “Most Important Source” for News and Information
(% of total population)
Q: Which is MOST IMPORTANT to you as a source of news and information?
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A key goal of the study was to understand whether (and if so, how) Dutch youth
differentiate between different types of news media. As part of the quantitative
study, youth were presented with several attributes and asked if various news media
embodied these qualities. This study reveals that Dutch youth do have a
differentiated view of the relative strengths and weaknesses of different media.
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Television and Printed Media
Figure 14 maps the perceptions youth have of various media as sources of news.

Figure 14:
Perceptions of Different Media as Sources of News
(Television, Paid Newspapers, Free Newspapers)
Q: Which of the following sources are
PARTICULARLY __?
______
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Popular with
Peers

Enjoyable to
use

By following each trend line, a distinct picture of different media emerges. The
attributes that generally seem most strongly related to print media are relevance,
credibility, and breadth of coverage. This figure, however, indicates that television
scores highest on these attributes.
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National Comparison
When comparing how respondents in different countries perceive paid newspapers,
some key differences emerge. Overall, U.S. youth were least likely to see paid
newspapers as good across all the attributes listed. While Finnish youth were most
likely to see paid newspapers (morning editions) as credible sources of news, Dutch
youth were most likely to see newspapers as good for depth and breadth of content.
Figure 15 shows these results.

Figure 15:
Perceptions of Paid Newspapers as Sources of News
(Netherlands, Finland, U.S.)
Q: Which of the following sources are
PARTICULARLY __?

US Paid Newspaper
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Online sources
When looking at different types of online sources, the differences of opinion are less
pronounced with regard to convenience, popularity and enjoyability. Online sources
that are created by established TV, radio or newspaper organizations are far more
likely to be seen as credible, which suggests that there may be some awareness of
the value of professional news-gathering organizations when it comes to online
formats. Figure 16 shows these results.

Figure 16:
Perceptions of Different Media as Sources of News
(Online sources)
Q: Which of the following sources are
PARTICULARLY __?
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Free Newspapers
With regard to free newspapers, an important distinction emerges when comparing
the attitudes of Netherlands respondents to those in the U.S. and Finland. Overall,
Dutch youth are more likely to see free newspapers favourably as sources of news,
even in terms of attributes relating to content, such as relevance, credibility, and
breadth of coverage. The only area where Dutch youth gave similar scores as those
in the U.S. and Finland was in the area of “depth of coverage.”

Figure 17:
Perception of Free Newspapers as Sources of News
(NL, U.S., Finland)
Which of the following sources are
PARTICULARLY __?
US Free Printed Newspapers
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4.5 Importance of News
Like respondents in the U.S. and Finland, Dutch youth were able to identify key
benefits to being informed about current events. In terms of personal attainment,
75 percent of Dutch youth reported agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement
“If you are well informed you get ahead in your school or your career”. In the U.S.,
71 percent agreed with this statement, and in Finland 68 agreed with it.
In this social context however, the benefits are less likely to be appreciated, though
roughly half of participants agreed that being informed had a social advantage. 53
percent of Dutch youth said they agree or strongly agree with the statement “If you
are well informed about news and current events, you are seen as likeable by
others.” 54 percent agreed with this statement in the U.S. Interestingly, in Finland,
more respondents disagreed with this statement (64 percent) than agreed (36
percent).
With regard to their daily conversations, news and current events appear to be part
of how respondents reported participating in their social lives. 75 percent agree that
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news topics are part of their regular conversations with friends. Similarly, 79
percent of participants agree with the statement “I regularly discuss news and
current events with my family”, though only 12 percent strongly agree.
Participants did not appear to think that online debate about news and current
events was part of their regular online behaviour. This is especially interesting given
the perception, noted in Section 4.3, that they were spending more time using
online fora for news and information. 29 percent agreed or strongly agreed with the
statement “I discuss news topics with my friends on blogs or webfora”. A much
larger majority (71 percent) disagreed or strongly disagreed with that statement.
These findings indicate that while young people clearly spend some portion of their
days debating topics online, they do not appear to recall these interactions as being
part of their daily lives.
4.6 News Ritual
In this study, participants were asked a variety of questions about youth attitudes
towards their news ritual. This study revealed interesting distinctions between level
of engagement with different sources and consistency of usage of sources.
Overwhelmingly, Dutch youth agreed with the statement “I tend to pick up bits of
news information from various sources”. 93 percent agreed with this statement.
Despite this orientation, Dutch youth are very likely to consistently use a group of
sources they have come to trust. 81 percent agree with the statement “I regularly
turn to a particular newspaper, TV channel, radio station or Internet source”.
As concerns preferences as to how news is consumed, there does not appear to be a
strong connection to printed material. 67 percent of respondents from the
Netherlands disagreed with the statement “I prefer reading printed news sources
instead of reading news on a screen”. Newspapers, in particular, do not appear to
be seen as part of the daily news ritual. 63 percent of respondents disagreed with
the statement “Reading the newspaper is part of my daily ritual”.
4.7 Interest in News and Time Spent on News
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Dutch youth who report being very interested in news spend
more time with it. Those who were more likely to report a high interest in following
news (giving it a score of 8 or higher one to 10) reported spending more time
following it in the media (119 minutes) than the average (94 minutes). When
looking at overall interest in news, interesting distinctions can be observed between
those who report reading the newspaper more than 15 minutes a day and those who
report reading a newspaper less than 15 minutes a day. Among those who are
“heavy” newspaper readers, 46% show a high interest in news. Among those who
are “light” newspaper readers, only 23% show a high interest in news.
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4.8 Interest in News and Importance of News
Using these same categories, analysis reveals that those with a high interest in news
were far more likely to articulate the benefits of being informed in their personal
lives and also far more likely to report having news and current events being part of
their conversations with friends and families. Those with high interest in news are
also far more likely to agree with statements about the importance of newspapers in
helping shape their opinion. Figure 18 shows how these differences were reflected
in participant responses. These findings are nearly universal across the countries
surveyed, with very similar percentages recorded.
Figure 18:
Perceptions of Benefits of Being Informed
(% who agree out of total population)
Q: How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about News Interests?

Newspapers help form my opinion/
determine what I believe

Low Interest
High Interest

I regulary discuss news and current
events with family
I regularly discuss news and current
events with friends
If you are well informed you will be seen
as likeable
If you are well informed, you will get
ahead in your school career

0%

50%

100%

Key findings:
•
•
•
•

Most Dutch youth exhibit some interest in following news and
current events in the media.
Television dominates in terms of time spent, but time spent
online is increasing.
Young people tend to pick up bits of information from various
sources, but they tend to use the same sources consistently.
Those who have high interest in news are more likely to see
newspapers as important for developing their opinions on issues.
They are also more likely to discuss news with friends and family
and see the broader benefits of being informed in their social,
educational and professional lives.
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5.0 Newspaper Use

5.1 Paid and Free Newspaper Readership
Respondents were asked to answer questions about frequency of newspaper
readership in two different ways. At the start of the questionnaire, respondents were
asked to describe which media they used regularly (at least once a week) as part of
a broader list of media. When asked at this point, 48 percent of respondents
reported regularly reading a free newspaper, and 28 percent reported reading a paid
newspaper.
Later on, however, respondents were asked to report how often they read a paid
daily newspaper and were given a variety of options with regard to frequency. Here,
52 percent reported reading a paid newspaper more than once a week. Of this
group, 15 percent stated they read a newspaper at least daily. 24 percent stated
they read a newspaper between two and six times a week, and 13 percent stated
they read a newspaper once a week. 64 percent reported reading a newspaper at
least monthly. 21 percent reported never reading a newspaper.
The discrepancy is also seen in other countries. When taking the later measure, the
difference between how respondents answer the question when asked about directly
about frequency of newspaper readership (as opposed to which media they use
regularly) becomes apparent. Figure 19 shows this relationship between those who
reported reading newspapers once a week using the general and once a week using
the specific measure.
Figure 19:
Comparison of Self-reported Regular Newspaper Usage
Q: Which of the following media do you use regularly – at least once a week/
Q: How often do you read a paid daily printed newspaper?
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Netherlands

As discussed earlier, for the purposes of this report, the general measure was used.
The definitions for key terms are as follows:
•
•
•

Paid newspaper readers: Those who report reading a paid newspaper “regularly” (defined as at
least once a week).
Free newspaper readers: Those who report reading a free newspaper “regularly” (defined as at
least once a week).
Non-newspaper readers: Those who do not report reading either a free newspaper or a paid
newspaper “regularly” (defined as at least once a week).

5.2 Time Spent on Reading Newspapers (weekday and weekend)
When examining the time respondents spent with newspapers, this study found that
Dutch paid newspaper readers spend different amounts of time with the newspaper
when comparing the average weekday to the average weekend day. On weekdays,
58 percent of readers reported spending on average 15 minutes or less with a paid
newspaper and 35 percent reported spending between 16 and 30 minutes. Only 7
percent of newspaper readers reported spending more than 30 minutes with a
newspaper a day.
Weekend consumption appears to involve more time spent with printed newspapers.
25 percent of respondents reported spending more than 30 minutes with a
newspaper. Still, sizeable portions of newspaper readers are spending less than 30
minutes with a newspaper on weekends. 40 percent reported spending less than 15
minutes, and 35 percent reported spending 16-30 minutes with a newspaper on an
average weekend day.

5.4 Newspaper Sections Read
How do these findings compare against what participants read in the newspaper? Of
the participants who reported reading a daily free or paid printed newspaper (80
percent), respondents largely reported following the flow of information as
presented, as opposed to seeking information based on their specific interests.
Figure 20 shows the top areas of the paper read by newspaper readers in the three
countries surveyed. Topics presented on the front page were almost universally
read. Among Dutch youth, Local News (67 percent), National News (62 percent) and
World News (58 percent) sections were almost twice as likely to be read as the
Entertainment section (35 percent). This is in contrast to the reading habits of
Finnish and American respondents, who were more likely to read the newspaper for
humour/comics and entertainment news.
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Figure 20:
Top 10 Sections Read of Newspaper
(% of those reading newspaper regularly)
Q: Which sections of the newspaper do you regularly read or look through
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5.5 Newspaper Attitudes
Respondents in this study revealed a mixture of opinions on the value of
newspapers. Despite lower usage patterns, most respondents had positive attitudes
with regard to the informative value of newspapers, both in terms of education and
the development of personal opinions. 75 percent agreed or strongly agreed with
the statement “Reading newspapers is an important part of an education”. 60
percent reported agreeing with the statement “Newspapers help me form an
opinion/determine what I believe”.
When asked to react to statements about their personal and social attachment to
newspaper reading, responses were more mixed. 63 percent disagreed with the
statement “I consider myself a newspaper reader”. Respondents were evenly split
on whether they agreed with the statement “Reading newspapers is sign of
maturity”. Dutch youth do not appear to have strong differentiation in their attitudes
towards paid and free newspapers. 59 percent agreed with the statement “Free
newspapers are just as good as those that you pay for.”

Key Findings:
•
•
•
•

Regular free newspaper readership is higher than paid
newspaper readership among Dutch youth.
Paid newspaper readers tend to spend more time with
newspapers on weekends.
Dutch youth may not have a personal connection to newspaper
reading, but they do see informative value of newspapers.
Free newspapers are likely to be seen as “just as good” as paid
newspapers.
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6.0 Readership and Socialization

6.1 Home Delivery: Present and Past
Almost 60 percent of Dutch youth say they receive a newspaper in their home. 40
percent say they receive a newspaper on both weekends and weekdays, which
reflects subscription rates higher than those recorded in Finland (37 percent) and the
U.S (29 percent). 12 percent receive a newspaper on weekdays only, while 7
percent receive weekend-only delivery; these findings are similar to those recorded
in Finland and the U.S. When asked about past access to newspapers, far higher
numbers of respondents reported recalling regular newspaper availability in their
homes. 87 percent said they had newspapers in their parents’ homes when they
were younger. This is similar to findings in Finland (89 percent) but higher than
subscription rates in the U.S. (68 percent).
Looking at changing access to subscription based on life stage transition, an
interesting picture emerges. Figure 21 shows that an overwhelming majority of
respondents (80 percent) report having access to a subscription when living at home
with parents. However, among young people leaving home, forming couples and
having children, rates of access via home subscription are dramatically lower. When
young people leave home, then, it can be said that they are not inclined to maintain
access to newspapers. This drop in home subscription access was noticeable in all
three countries.

Figure 21:
% Who Have Access to a Subscription by Living Situation
Q: Is a printed newspaper currently delivered in your home, or regularly brought home by someone?
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6.2 Where Newspapers are Read
As Figure 21 shows, among those who read a newspaper, it appears that most tend
to read one delivered by personal subscription. Significant portions of newspaper
readers also report reading a newspaper online. Relatively few respondents reported
reading copies at work (12 percent), at school (10 percent), at a restaurant or café
(public copy) (8 percent). Almost no respondents reported reading a copy at a
library. Figure 22 also shows the results across Finland and the U.S.

Figure 22:
% of Newspaper Readers and Newspaper Rituals
Q: Which of the following do you ordinarily do in a week?
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6.3 Social Incentives
When asked who encouraged them to read a newspaper, respondents were most
likely to recall a mother or father, as opposed to a teacher or friend. Figure 23
shows this discrepancy. A quarter of respondents said that no one encouraged
them.

Figure 23:
% Who Recall Given Figures Encouraging the Reading of a Newspaper
Q: When you were growing up, which of these people, if any, actively encouraged you to read the
newspaper?
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6.4 Age of Adoption
Those who reported being regular users of paid newspapers were also asked about
the age range they recall adopting a regular newspaper habit. Figure 24 shows that
most Dutch paid newspaper readers (63 percent) recall adopting a newspaper habit
between the ages of 11 and 17. Very few participants recalled adopting a newspaper
reading habit before the age of 11 or after 17. When compared to Finland and the
U.S., Netherlands participants appear to recall adopting the paid newspaper at later
ages. Both Finnish and U.S. respondents are most likely to say they adopted a
newspaper before the age of 11.

Figure 24:
Age of Recall of Newspaper Adoption
(% of those who recall having been regular newspaper readers)
Q: How old were you when you started using the following technologies on a
regular basis (at least once a week)?
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6.5 Recall of Newspaper In Education Programming
To further understand the possible social interactions involved in introducing a
newspaper habit, participants were asked about whether they recalled receiving
Newspaper in Education programming during various academic levels. Figure 25
shows which activities were remembered. Overall, respondents were more likely to
recall Newspaper in Education programming over the secondary school years as
opposed to the elementary school years. This finding corresponds with the age
range that Dutch youth recall reading a newspaper, and indicates a possible
correlation between newspaper reading and school based programming.
Figure 25:
Age of Recall of Newspaper in Education Activities
(% of total population)
Q: In school, which of these do you recall?
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The activities most likely to be recalled by both newspaper readers and nonnewspaper readers are “using a newspaper for schoolwork”, “teachers incorporating
newspapers into classroom lessons” and “reading a newspaper for schoolwork”. The
connection between direct immersion (encouraged by teachers) and recall of said
activity is worth noting for Newspaper in Education leaders. It is also important to
note the high level of recall of student-made newspapers. When compared to recall
of content made for teens, it would appear that participants have a stronger
connection to content that people of their age have made. These findings may
indicate a stronger connection to participating in the generation of content.
Given the different education systems between the U.S., Finland, and the
Netherlands, it is difficult to compare results in terms of level of schooling as there is
often no one-to-one relationship between age and school level. Overall, however,
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this study found higher levels of recall of Newspaper in Education programming
among newspaper readers. Youth in all countries were most likely to recall activities
where newspapers are integrated into the classroom learning experience.

Key Findings:
•

•
•
•

•

The first acquaintance with newspapers happens at a schoolgoing age, primarily through subscription at home. School is the
next most likely place where young people are introduced to
newspaper reading.
The strongest motivators for readership are parents, followed by
the educational environment.
Newspaper readers have a strong recollection of teachers
integrating newspapers into their classroom experience.
When compared to recall of content made for teens, participants
have a stronger connection to content that people of their age
have made. These findings may indicate a stronger connection
to participating in the generation of content than reading content
directed at their age group.
Youth in all countries are most likely to recall activities where
newspapers are integrated into the classroom learning
experience.
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7.0 Background of Readership
7.1 Readership and Social Characteristics
Age and Life-Stage
When comparing data about readership of paid and free newspapers against those
who do not read any form of newspaper along age ranges, paid newspaper
readership fluctuates slightly between its lowest points (between the ages of 15 to
17 and 22 to 25) and its highest points (between the ages of 18 to 21) and 26 to
29). In general, free newspaper reading rises dramatically with age, and is highest
among those aged 22 to 25.
As noted in Section 6.1, Figure 26 shows these findings.

Figure 26:
Paid and Free Newspaper Reading by Age Range
Q: Which of the following do you use regularly – at least once a week?
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When looking at life stage transition, however, different variances emerge in terms
of rates of regular usage. Generally speaking, usage of paid newspapers drops
between the points when young people live with their parents and when they
progress through various life-stages. Among paid newspaper readers, rates of
readership drop most between those living as couples and those have children.
Another important drop in paid newspaper readership occurs between those living
with parents and those living alone with a roommate. In terms of free newspaper
usage, rates of usage grow most between those with parents and those living alone
with a roommate. Figure 27 shows these changes.

Figure 27:
Paid and Free Newspaper Reading by Life-stage
Q: Which of the following do you use regularly – at least once a week?

Read a Paid NP

Read a Free NP
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As we have seen in Section 6.1, access to a paid subscription drops substantially
between young people living with parents and those living alone or with roommates.
This loss of access to a paid newspaper may account for the drop in readership that
is observed at this life-stage. These findings were consistent across Finland and the
U.S.
7.2 Readership and Interests
In terms of the top interests discussed in Section 2, there are no statistically
significant differences between paid newspaper readers, free newspaper readers, and
non-newspaper readers (those who do not report reading either format at least once
a week) in terms of their interest in music, movies/film, and television. Aside from
entertainment topics, non-newspaper readers are least likely to express interest in
any of the topics presented with them.
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7.3 Readership and Overall Interest in News
The study found that, as concerns news topics, those who do not read either a paid
or free newspaper at least once a week are far less likely to be interested in news.
Interestingly, those who read paid newspapers and free newspapers at least once a
week are almost equally likely to report being interested in news topics.

Figure 28:
Interest in News Topics by Newspaper Readership
Q: Which of these topics is of most interest for you?
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When asked about overall level of interest in news, non-newspaper readers were
more likely to give lower scores than free or paid newspaper readers. Both paid
newspaper readers and free newspaper readers gave similar scores in terms of their
own views about the importance of following news and current events.
Figure 29:
Interest in News by Newspaper Readership
Q: Realistically, how interested are you in keeping up with news and current events as covered in news
broadcasts on TV, radio, certain internet websites, and newspapers?
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7.4 Readership and Perceived Qualities of Paper
Those who reported not reading either or paid free newspapers at least once a week
were significantly less likely to ascribe positive qualities to those media as sources of
news. For example, whereas 80 percent of paid newspaper readers and 71 percent
of free newspaper readers said that paid newspapers were “credible” as sources of
news, only 50 percent of non-newspaper readers felt this way. It is interesting to
note that non-newspaper readers were less likely to find almost all media credible or
trustworthy. The only exceptions to this finding are radio and television; nonnewspaper readers are just as likely to find these media credible as newspaper
readers. It is likely that this perception of credibility and other positive attributes is
driven by familiarity with the format. Those who do not read a newspaper regularly
are less likely to have an attachment to the particular media or news organization
behind it, and are thus less inclined to appreciate its value.
7.6 Readership and Time Spent on News per Medium
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Study findings show that non-newspaper readers spend far less time with media and
far less time with media consuming news information. Whereas paid newspaper
readers spend 135 minutes a day consuming news with various media and free
newspaper readers spend 156 minutes a day with news media, non-newspaper
readers reported spending an average of 106 minutes a day consuming news. Much
of this time can be accounted for by the fact that non-newspaper readers spend no
time with printed news content, but overall, non-readers spend less time consuming
news with almost all media.
Interestingly, free newspaper readers spend more time with media accessing news
information. In terms of time spent with media for news, free newspaper readers
tend to behave very similarly to paid newspaper readers, but there are some notable
exceptions. Free newspaper readers reported spending more time (about 17
minutes a day) using weblogs and online fora than paid newspaper readers (who
spent about 10 minutes a day). They also spend more time using online news
aggregators. These findings seem to indicate that free newspaper readers use the
time they spend to scan news topics, as opposed to exploring news topics in depth.
7.7 Readership and Social Incentives
Analysis of study findings shows a correlation between having encouragement from a
parent or teacher and later readership. It is important to note, however, that
roughly half of non-newspaper readers say that a parent or teacher encouraged
them to read newspapers. This may indicate that while social encouragement
appears to play some role, significant portions of young people are not necessarily
influenced by the example of authority figures. Figure 30 shows these results.

Figure 30:
% of Respondents Who Recall Given People Encouraging
Newspaper Readership
Q: When you were growing up, which of these people, if any, actively encouraged you to read the
newspaper?
Paid NP Reader

Free NP Reader

Non-Reader
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Mother
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7.8 Readership and NIE
Similarly, while those who recall receiving Newspaper In Education programming in
school are more likely to later read either a free or a paid newspaper at least once a
week, significant portions of young people who recall receiving this programming do
not read a newspaper later in life. When looking at the period of secondary
education, this study found that over half of those who recall using a newspaper for
schoolwork, reading a newspaper in class, or having a teacher incorporate a
newspaper into lessons do not currently read any kind of newspaper. Figure 31
shows these results for those in secondary education.
Figure 31:
Recall of NIE Programming by Paid and Free NP Readers
Q: In school, which of these do you recall?
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Key Findings
•
•
•
•
•

Use of a paid newspaper changes as young people experience
various living situations.
Use of a free newspaper increases as young people progress
through these same situations.
Paid and free newspaper readers are almost equally likely to be
interested in news topics; non-readers are far less likely to be
interested in any topics that were shown to them in this study.
Those who do not regularly read a newspaper spend less time
with media overall.
Those who currently read newspapers are more likely to recall
Newspaper in Education activities, especially those whose
teachers incorporated newspapers in school assignments.
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8.0 Civic Engagement and Social Participation
Early in the study, participants were presented with a variety of civic participation
activities and asked whether they had participated in them within the last previous
12 months. As a result, for the purposes of this section, “participation” in all areas
except for voting is defined as having undertaken a given activity within the last 12
months.
8.1 Social participation
The majority of respondents in the Netherlands do not report participating as
volunteers in their community, either formally or informally. While more Dutch than
Finnish young people reported volunteering, Dutch youth reported being far less
likely to participate in informal volunteer activities (such as helping a neighbor) than
young people in the U.S. or Finland. Figure 32 shows how social participation rates
differ between the three countries surveyed.

Figure 32: % of Respondents Who Reported Volunteering or Helping a
Neighbour in the Past Year (Netherlands/ Finland/ U.S.)
Q: Over the last 12 months, which of the following activities have you participated in or been involved?
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The study questionnaire was designed to provide data on a variety of measures of
social participation via economic engagement, by exploring rates of charitable
donation and ethical purchasing. While almost half of respondents (41 percent) in
the Netherlands reported donating to charity, very small numbers of respondents
reported participating in product boycotts or buying something specifically because it
embodied values they agreed with.
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Figure 33:
% of Respondents Who Reported Economic Engagement Activities in the
Past Year (Netherlands/ Finland/ U.S.)
Q: Over the last 12 months, in which of the following activities have you participated or been involved?
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8.2 Voting and Political Engagement
Most Dutch youth appear to exhibit high rates of participation as voters. 86 percent
of those eligible reported voting in the most recent federal election. 52 percent
reported voting in the most recent provincial election and 58 percent reported voting
in the most recent local election. This study allows for a comparison of rates of
voting between the U.S., Finland, and the Netherlands by asking all participants,
whether eligible or not, whether they voted in the most recent election. Figure 34
shows that the Netherlands enjoys higher rates of voter participation than either
Finland or the U.S. It is important to note, however, that this data was collected
before the most recent U.S. elections, and may underestimate the current level of
voting among young Americans.
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Figure 34:
Voting Rates in Any Election (Finland/ U.S./ Netherlands)
Q: Please think of the most recent elections in your country…
Did you vote (Federally/ Provincially Locally)?
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Dutch youth are far less likely to report participating in more specific and active
forms of political participation. Fewer than 5 percent of respondents reported
attending public debates, being members of political parties, writing letters or emails
to newspapers or participating in public demonstrations within the previous 12
months. In addition, very small numbers of Dutch youth participate in different
forms of online engagement. 21 percent reported forwarding an email about a cause
or issue, 22 percent reported signing a petition, and 30 percent reported visiting a
website about a cause. Figure 35 shows that Dutch youth are more like those in
the U.S. to participate in online activities. Finnish youth exhibited much higher rates
of online engagement.

Figure 35:
% of Respondents Participating in Online Engagement
Q: Over the last 12 months, in which of the following activities have you participated been involved?
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8.3 Participation and Social Characteristics
Age Range – Life Stage
Looking at data about civic participation from the perspective of life-stage transition
and age range provides additional context to the changing lives of Dutch youth and
young adults. When examined in more detail, key civic participation activities such
as voting, volunteerism, and charitable donation can be seen to be distinct activities,
each with their own transition points. Voting rates, for example, rise as Dutch youth
grow older; they also rise by age and transition between different life stages.
Similarly, rates of charitable donation rise steadily over age range, and most
dramatically as young people leave home. Volunteerism rates, however appear to
rise and fall at different points through life-stage transition and age.
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Figure 36 shows changing rates of volunteerism and charitable donation by life
stage transition.

Figure 36:
Rates of Volunteerism and Charitable Donation by Life-Stage
Q: Over the last 12 months, in which of the following activities have you participated been involved?
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Figure 37 shows these rates by age range.

Figure 37:
Rates of Volunteerism and Charitable Donation by age range
Q: Over the last 12 months in which of the following activities have you participated or been involved?
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While variances are observed among volunteerism rates, there are less significant
differences observed by age and life-stage. Volunteerism tends to be highest among
young people who live alone or are between the ages of 24 and 26. This is a stage
of life and age range when young people are likely to have more free time and fewer
commitments to family. Interestingly, however, volunteer rates drop among those
aged 27-29.
When comparing these findings to those in the Finland and U.S., similar patterns are
seen in life-stage changes, especially with regard to charitable donation. In the U.S.
and Finland, rates of charitable donation rises through different life stage transitions
and age ranges. However, the Netherlands is the only country where the
volunteerism rate remains roughly the same. In both the U.S. and Finland, rates of
volunteerism drop between earlier life stages and younger age ranges and later
ones. In the U.S, for example, 32 percent of young people who live with their
parents say they volunteer, as opposed to 23 percent of young parents.
Gender
In terms of engagement, male and female respondents provided similar answers.
While voting rates almost identical, females are more likely to volunteer and donate
to charity. Among those who reported participating in volunteer activity, 57 percent
were female, and 44 percent were male. 60 percent of charitable donors were
female and 40 percent were male. Despite these differences in behaviours, males
and females were equally likely to say they felt involved in the community. Similar
results were found in the Finland and U.S.
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The study was designed collect data on the highest level of schooling achieved by a
parent, in order to understand possible relationships between social class and civic
participation. As was seen with personal educational attainment, the highest levels
of civic participation were observed among those with fathers with no more than a
theoretical secondary school-level education. These findings may be affected by the
relatively small sample of respondents with a father with a university background.
8.4 Participation and Interest in News
The analysis of Youth Media DNA – Netherlands data involved gathering data about
social and political participation and exploring respondents’ attitudes and interest in
following news. When asked to rate, on a scale of one to 10, their level of interest in
following news, volunteers, voters, and charitable donors were more likely to express
more interest in following current affairs than the total population. Interestingly,
volunteers, donors, and voters gave almost identical answers in terms of the
distribution of their number rankings. Whether greater civic participation is driven
by, or drives, an interest in current affairs is difficult to determine, but a relationship
can be observed using this data. These findings were consistent with those recorded
in the U.S. and Finland. Figure 38 shows the distribution of responses.

Figure 38:
Level of Interest in News of Voters/Volunteers/Donors
Q: Realistically, how interested are you in keeping up with news and current events as covered in news
broadcasts on TV, radio, certain internet websites, and newspapers?
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Respondents who reported participating in voting, donation, or volunteerism in the
previous year, were more likely to agree that being informed about news brings
social and professional benefits. It is important to note, however, that some of those
who did not participate reported being able to perceive these benefits. Among those
who reported voting in the most recent election, 77 percent reported agreeing with
the statement “If you are well-informed about news and current events, you get
ahead in your school or career”. 54 percent of non-voters also saw this benefit. This
trend held for both volunteers and donors, and similar relationships can be observed.
Fewer participants overall agreed with statement “If you’re well-informed about news
and current events, you are seen as likeable to by others”. 53 percent of volunteers
agreed with the statement, as opposed to 43 percent of non-volunteers. Similar
findings were recorded among voters and donors.
8.6 Participation and Time Spent on News per Medium
On average, respondents reported spending about 103 minutes a day with various
media consuming information about news and current events. In this study, small
differences between voters, volunteers, and donors were observed based on how
much time they spent with media for news. Voters reported spending approximately
99 minutes a day with media consuming news. Volunteers spent approximately 106
minutes, and donors approximately 98 minutes. Among those that did report
participating in any civic engagement activity, time spent consuming news was
approximately 83 minutes a day.
In terms of differences spent with individual media, no statistically significant trend
was observed, other than the fact that those who are not engaged in any form of
civic participation spend less time overall with media for news than do those who are
engaged.
8.7 Participation and Frequency of Newspaper Reading
In the analysis of this study the connection between newspaper reading and civic
participation was explored. Clear distinctions can be seen in terms of depth of
newspaper reading (in terms of time spent) and higher levels of participation in
voting, volunteering and charitable donation. The distinctions made here are
between “intensive readers” (those who spend more than 15 minutes a day with a
newspaper), “light readers” (those who spend less than 15 minutes a day reading a
newspaper) and “non-readers” (those who do not read any newspaper).
Voting
Intensive readers are most likely to vote at all levels of elections in the Netherlands.
Figure 39 shows voting rates among eligible voters in federal, provincial, and
municipal elections, and compares the different responses between intensive
readers, light readers, and non-readers. These findings are consistent with
observations in the U.S. and Finland.
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Figure 39:
Voting Rates among Eligible Voters
by Intensity of Newspaper Readership
Q: Please think of the most recent elections in your country.
Did you vote in the most recent Federal/ Provincial/ Local election?
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Volunteering and Charitable Donation
Similarly, there are important distinctions to be made between different types of
readers and other forms of civic engagement. Figure 40 shows these results.

Figure 40:
Volunteering and Donation
by Time Spent with Newspapers
Q:Did you give money to or volunteer for a charity or community group
over the last twelve months?
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Key Findings
•
•
•
•
•
•

22 percent of Dutch youth report volunteering in the last year
and 41 percent said they donated to charity.
Small numbers of Dutch youth report boycotting or purchasing
products based on their values.
Small numbers of Dutch youth use emerging online channels to
participate politically.
Most Dutch youth vote, though few participate in other forms of
political engagement.
The more engaged in social and political participation Dutch
youth are, the more interested they are in news and the more
time they spend on news media.
The more time spent with a newspaper, the more likely Dutch
youth with vote, volunteer and donate to charity.
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9.0 Innovations

9.1 What would encourage greater newspaper readership?
Study respondents were asked whether they believe that changes made to
newspaper content could encourage greater readership. Changes were presented
and compared in three different sections: changes related to newspaper content;
changes related to a functional benefit, in terms of those that would provide social
benefit to (or better representation of) young people and changes related to the
format and delivery of newspaper content.
Changes in newspaper content
Participants generally did not appear to believe that the simplification or
customization of newspaper content would encourage greater readership. Of the
options presented, 40 percent chose “none of the above,” and this option was most
likely to be chosen. Overall, Dutch participants were least likely to feel that changing
newspaper content would encourage greater readership. 28 percent of U.S.
respondents and 18 percent of Finnish respondents selected this option.
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34 percent stated that greater readership could be encouraged if “The content was
more interesting/suited to my interests”. 21 percent selected the option “The
newspaper could be designed specifically for me, with just the subjects I choose”.
Changes that would either provide more background content or depth; simplify or
shorten articles; or reduce advertising were chosen by fewer than 20 percent of
respondents. In general, Dutch respondents were less likely to select any of these
options than participants in other Finland or the U.S.

Figure 41:
% Believing Given Incentives Would Encourage Greater Newspaper Reading
Q: Realistically, which of the following would REALLY encourage you to read paid newspapers, either
printed or online?
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Additional social benefit or representation
Similarly, when presented with a variety of benefits that would either better
represent youth views, or provide greater information on social participation,
participants were most likely to say that none of these changes would bring about
greater newspaper readership, with over half selecting “none of the above”. 20
percent said that having more coverage of young people would influence greater
readership. 18 percent said that having articles that would help young people in
school would influence greater newspaper readership. Options related to the
presentation of a more positive image of young people or the inclusion of more
advice about social participation were chosen by smaller percentages of respondents.
Again, Dutch respondents were least likely to select any of these options when
compared with Finnish or U.S. respondents and most likely to select “none of the
above”. Figure 42 shows how respondents answered this question.

Figure 42:
% Believing Given Incentives Would Encourage Greater Newspaper Reading
Q: Realistically, which of the following would REALLY encourage you to read paid newspapers, either
printed or online?
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Changes to Newspaper Format or Ritual
When presented with a variety of changes in the newspaper format or ritual,
respondents were most likely to say that they would read a newspaper more often if
they had more time. It is important to note that the cost of newspaper reading
appears to be a clear barrier to readership. 38 percent said that “If the newspaper
was always free”, they would read it more often. 32 percent selected having a less
expensive newspaper, and 31 percent said that having a smaller sized newspaper
would encourage greater readership. Options related to online improvements or
mobile delivery were rarely selected. The perception of newspaper reading being a
time consuming activity is worth noting. Again, Dutch respondents were least likely
to select any option offered and most likely to select “none of the above”.

Figure 43:
% Believing Given Incentives Would Encourage Greater Newspaper Reading
Q: Realistically, which of the following would REALLY encourage you to read paid newspapers, either
printed or online
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Key Findings:
•
•
•
•

Dutch respondents do not generally believe changes or simplification of
newspaper content would make them more likely to read one.
About one fifth of Dutch youth say that having more coverage of young
people or articles that would help young people in school would influence
greater readership.
The primary obstacle to newspaper readership is perceived by respondents as
being lack of time.
Dutch respondents are most likely to not feel that changes to the newspaper
would encourage greater readership, whereas Finnish respondents are most
likely to see opportunities for improvement.
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10 Conclusions
•

Young Dutch people are most likely to be interested in topics
related to entertainment, though some key news topics are also
of clear interest.

•

Television is the dominant source of information, both for topics
of entertainment and news topics, while time spent online is
increasing.

•

Young people tend to pick up bits of information from various
sources, but they tend to use the same sources consistently.
Those who have high interest in news are more likely to see
newspapers as important for developing their opinions on issues.
They are also more likely to discuss news with friends and family
and see the broader benefits of being informed in their social,
educational and professional lives.

•

Dutch youth may not have a strong personal connection to
newspaper reading, but they do see the informative value of
newspapers. Free newspapers are likely to be seen as “just as
good” as paid newspapers.

•

While Newspaper in Education programming does not guarantee
that people will become newspaper readers later in life, there
appears to be a correlation between making this programming
accessible to young people and their later newspaper readership.

•

Paid and free newspaper readers are almost equally likely to be
interested in news topics; non-readers are far less likely to be
interested in any topics that were shown to them in this study.

•

Those who do not regularly read a newspaper spend less time
with media overall.

•

Intensive newspaper readership correlates with greater levels of
civic participation.
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